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ON THE ÜNIVALENCE OF A CERTAIN INTEGRAL
E. P. MERKES AND D. J. WRIGHT
Abstract.
We consider the function g(z) =f(,[f{t)/t\'xdt for/ in
the classes of convex, starlike, and close-to-convex univalent functions, and we determine precisely which values of a yield a closeto-convex function g.

1. Introduction.
Let S denote the
+ • • • that are analytic and univalent
Let C, S*, and K denote respectively
bers are close-to-convex
[2], starlike

vex in E. For f ES, set

class of functions /(z) =z+a2z2
in the unit disk A = [z: \z\ <l\.
the subclasses of 5 whose memrelative to the origin, and con-

«»-mi«

where a is real. Causey [l] has proved that if/ is close-to-convex
relative to a function 4>EK, and O^a^l,
then g is close-to-convex
relative to a function in K. Nunokowa
[4] recently showed that gES

provided fES*,

0^a^3/2,

following sharp theorems

or fEK,

0gag3.

In this paper, the

are proved.

Theorem 1. If fES*, then the function g is in C provided —1/2
^«^3/2. If a(£[ —1/2, 3/2], there is a function fES* such that the
corresponding

Theorem

g is not in S.

2. // fEK,

then g is in C provided —l^a^3.

a(£ [ — 1, 3], there is a function fEK

such that the corresponding

For

function

g is not in S.

Theorem

3. If fEC,

then g is in C provided —1/2 ^a^l.

a(£ [ —1/2, 1 ], there is an fEC

2. Proofs of Theorems

such that the corresponding

1 and 2. Kaplan

If

g is not in C.

[2] has shown that g EC

if and only if
CH

(2)

J»!

T
g"ireie)-[
Re ¡l+re*—\d0 > - r

L

¿(re«)J

whenever 0^r<l,
Oá0i<02g27r. For fES*,
forzGA. By (1) it follows that for a>0

we have Re{z/'//}>0
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»H
r
g"iretí)-\
r"2
Y fi™**)!
I Re 1 + re» ——\dO = a \
Re k« ——- \dd

Ji,

L

¿(re*)S

J'.,

L

fire«)J

+ (1 - a)i02 - 6i) >(1
The last quantity

- *)id2 - 6i).

is not less than —tt provided 0 ^a ^ 3/2, and hence

gEC. Infact, forOga^l,
(3)

r

zg"(z)i

I

g'iz)]

Re 1+ --

zfiz)

= a Re --+

which implies that gEKEC.
Marx

[3] gives

l-a^l-a^0,

fiz)

Finally, when —l/2^a^0,

Re[/(z)/z]a>0.

Hence,

and this implies gEC [l].
For «£[-1/2,
3/2], set/(z)

a result of

Re g'iz) =Re[/(z)/z]">0,

=z/(l-z)J.

Then g'(z) = (l-z)-2",

and thus giz) is univalent in E if and only if A(z) = (1 —z)1_2a is univalent in E. By a lemma due to Royster [5], the latter is the case if

and only if -l/2^ag3/2,

a^l/2.

When a = 1/2, g(z) =-ln(l-z)

which is univalent in E. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
The proof of Theorem 2 parallels that of the first theorem. HfEK,
we utilize the facts that Rejz/'//}
èl/2
and Re{z//}>0
for z££
[3]. Sharpness follows by consideration oí fiz) =z/(l —z).

3. Proof of Theorem

3. The following lemma generalizes

a result

ofSakaguchi [ó].
Lemma. Let fiz) = z2n-i anzn, giz) = Sn-i

bnzn be analytic

in E and let

giz) be univalent and starlike relative to the origin in E. If H denotes the
convex hull of the image of E under the mapping f'/g', then fiz)/giz)

EHforzEE.
Proof.

Let tpiw) denote

the inverse function

of g(z) and let hiw)

=Miw)).Then

fiz)

AH

giz)

w

If
■wJo
wJR

1 rw

—

wJ 0

h'it)dt

f'W)) „

if

e'iMD)
g'm))

opJo
Jo

„

,

/(*(«*♦))
e'C
g'ttire»))

where w =pe'*, and the result follows.
Suppose/£C
Then there exists a convex function

E such that Re {f'/<t>'}>0 for z££

[2]. If Oga^l.set

•»-■Vtät*
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Then as in (3) $ is convex.

Now,

Rep^l

LtftoJ

= Rer^T>0

U(z)J

by (1) and the lemma. This proves gECin

When -l/2^a<0,
$(2)

d>(t)i

= e-;<i+< )fi

Rer ¿® 1 = Re / itmt

eL*'(Z)J

Since Ke{z/h(z)}>0

¿/

/;[■

where jS= arg <£'(0). As in the previous
convex in P. Now

(4)

this case.

set

case, it follows that

<i>(z) is

r« _i_ilfai

eiL^(2)j Ve <b(z)i í '

when h(z)EK

[3], we conclude

by the lemma

that (4) is positive and, hence, that gEC for —1/2 ^a<0.
When a<—1/2,
the sharpness
Suppose a> 1. The function

is a consequence

of Theorem

1.

z(l + ¡tz)

(1 + z)is close-to-convex
with respect
onto the plane minus the slit

to <£(z) = —ie'yz/(l-\-z)

w = (1 + i cot ?)/4 + ifl/2 - (1 + * cot 7)/4],
with/(ei(l-2T>) = (l-r-î cot7)/4.
r—*\ and 02—>7t,
we have
arg/(rei92) — arg/(rei9')

This in turn approaches

r'1

If 0,=7r-27

and maps P

0 g / < <x>,

and 0i<02<tt,

—»7 — x/2 — arc tan(cot

then as

7).

—7r as 7—»0+. Thus, for a > 1, we have

(
¿'(.re*))
Re\l + re»——-}d0

/•»»

= (1 - a)(62 - 6i) + a \

Jh

(

f'(re»)\

\

f(re°)f

Re {re*—--\

dB

< a {arg f(reWt) — arg f(reiS>)}.
The last quantity can be made arbitrarily close to —air by choosing
r, Qt, y near 1, ir, 0 respectively. By (2) it follows that g(£C.
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4. A related problem. Let fES
Ii fEK,

fEK

if and only if —l/2=ag3/2.

theorem due to Royster
—1/3,

1, GEC whenever

The following result extends a

[S].

Theorem 4. If fEC,
«$[

and set G(z)=f'0 [f'it)]"dt.

then zf'iz) is in S*. Hence, by Theorem

then GEC provided -l/3=a

l], there is a function

fEC

= l. If

such that the corresponding

GES.
Proof. The result
Suppose —1/3 ^a<0.

in case 0=a = l was proved by Royster [5J.
If fEC, there is a convex function 0 in E such

that0(0) =0 and Re {/'(z)/0'(z)} >0 for zEE. Set

■fXm
Jl+3a

dt,

where ß =arg <t>'i0). Then, as in (3), $>(z) is convex in E and

G'jz)__rf(*)jr*i>'(*)jr

*t

#(z) L'(z)JL*(z)1 I *(«)J

Since
Re{z4>'/<p}>0,
Re{eií¡z/4>iz)} >0,
it
Re {G'(z)/4>'(z)} > 0 for zEE and, hence, that GEC.

follows

that

In order to prove the result is sharp, let/(z) =z(l— z/2)/(l— z)2,
which is close-to-convex relative to z/(l —z). Then, Giz) = —log(l —z)

if a = 1/3 and

dz) = —i1-3«

[(i - zy-*" - i]

if a 5*1/3. By a lemma of Royster [5], G^Sil

a$ [-1/3,

l].
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